DEFAULT KEYBINDINGS

P1 ATTACK: u
P1 SKILL: 1
P1 JUMP: o
P1 ULT: p
P1 UP: up
P1 DOWN: down
P1 LEFT: left
P1 RIGHT: right

P2 ATTACK: 1
P2 SKILL: 2
P2 JUMP: 3
P2 ULT: 4
P2 UP: w
P2 DOWN: s
P2 LEFT: a
P2 RIGHT: d

YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE KEYBINDINGS IN GAME!

COMBOS

ATTACK: ATTACK 1
SKILL: ATTACK 2
UP+SKILL: DOUBLE JUMP ATTACK
DOWN+SKILL: DEFEND
LEFT/RIGHT+SKILL: HORIZONTAL ATTACK
ULT: ULTIMATE ATTACK (NEED TO GET THE BALL)

ALWAYS PRESS DIRECTION KEYS FIRST WHEN CASTING COMBOS!